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(fe) Provincial Autonomy
The present Dyarchy, which we have discussed at length
in Chapter II, is to be abolished and all departments of
the Government will be transferred to the control of Indian
Ministers. The statutory allocation of exclusive Provincial
legislative subjects marks a departure from the traditional
legislative relationship between the Centre and the Provinces.
Provincial autonomy will, therefore, have more reality than
at present, and the fact that there will be no " reserved "
subjects may tend to develop real responsibility of Ministers.
The Ministers will be chosen by the Governor, and are to
hold office during his pleasure. The Executive Council of
a Province will be replaced by a Council of Ministers
responsible to the Legislature of the Province. But the
Governors will have e< special responsibilities " and powers
somewhat similar to those of the Governor-General. I shall
presently explain the nature of the safeguards provided
in the central and provincial spheres.
The Provincial Legislatures will be enlarged. The
allocation of seats and methods of election for the Provincial
Legislative Assemblies will be made in accordance with the
provisions contained in the Communal Award1 of the
Government with such modifications in regard to the De-
pressed classes as were agreed upon in the Poona Pact on
September 24, 1932. The Pact is, the reader may re-
member, the result of Gandhi's fast, to which a reference
has been made in the preceding chapter.
One appropriate change in Provincial Legislatures
should be mentioned here. The members will be in all
cases elected and no official will be eligible for election.
This will remove one of the anomalous situations in the
present Legislatures, where the presence of official blocs
militates against the establishment of proper relationships
with the Ministers.
With a view to securing increased stability on the part
1 Cmd. 4147, 1932.

